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Purpose:
The purpose of this one-day seminar/workshop is to educate pipe stress engineers and analysts, mechanical engineers and non-geotechnical engineers regarding general principles of soil mechanics and geological hazards as they relate to the design and stress analysis of pipelines. In many cases the communication between the pipe stress team and the geotechnical engineers is weak and complicated by miscommunications and misunderstanding of technical terms on both sides. Following this seminar, the participant will have a strong grasp of basic geotechnical definitions and soil mechanics and understand how the equations used to develop soil-springs and yield displacements are derived from geotechnical and foundation engineering analogies. The stress engineer will understand the issues and limitations of soil mechanics as they relate to pipe stress analysis and be able to communicate with the geotechnical engineers on an informed level. Through the use of numerous case histories and examples, the concepts of soil mechanics as they interact with pipeline design are illustrated.
Expected Participants: Pipe stress engineers/analysts, and mechanical and pipeline engineers who use geotechnical information in the design and analysis of pipelines; geotechnical engineers who wish to understand soil-pipeline interactions better.
Outline of presentation

• Introductions
• Safety moment
• Soil classification
• Soil – pipeline interaction scenarios
• Soil strength testing and interpretation
• Pipeline deformation scenarios
• Maximum soil strength derivation and soil pipe interaction relationships
• Issues and considerations
• Summary and key messages
Presenter background: Dr. Oswell has worked on many pipeline projects in western and northern Canada, and internationally for over 30 years. Many of these projects involved site investigations, laboratory testing, extensive analysis and evaluation and development of engineering study reports.

Dr. Oswell has extensive pipeline geotechnical engineering and geological hazard assessment experience. He provided specialist permafrost engineering for pipeline projects in northern Canada, Alaska, and Russia. He is presently part of the Strain Based Design team for the Alaska LNG pipeline project. He has senior consulting experience on the following major pipeline projects: Mackenzie Gas Project (Canada), Norman Wells oil pipeline (Canada), Alaska North Slope Project (United States), Denali Pipeline Project (United States, Canada), Alaska Gas Project (United States, Canada), Mohe-Daqing oil pipeline (China), Baydaratskaya Bay Gas Pipeline Crossing (Russia) and the ExxonNeftigaz Sakhalin to DeKastri oil pipeline (Russia).
As an expert in geohazards interaction with pipelines, Dr. Oswell conducted studies or acted as a senior reviewer/advisor for projects with significant engineering and technical challenges such as frost heave and thaw settlement, geohazard management including landslides, earthquake faults, and liquefaction. He has experience in the interpretation of geological hazards in LiDAR imagery. He is a recognized expert in geotechnical issues related to soil-pipe interaction. He has further experience in strain-based design issues for pipeline design, and geological hazard (risk) assessment. He has conducted forensic investigations involving pipeline integrity issues in Ecuador, Colombia, Canada and United States.
Dr. Oswell has published over 30 technical conference and peer-reviewed journal papers, and was the keynote speaker at the 63rd Canadian Geotechnical Conference/6th Canadian Permafrost Conference. He is presently Associate Editor of the Canadian Geotechnical Journal. He recently published the textbook “Soil mechanics for pipeline stress analysis” (ISBN: 978-0-9952410-0-8). See: http://naviq.ca/soil-mechanics-for-pipeline-stress-analysis/.